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Supplementary Figure 1 Synthetic waveform modeling of three different models. (A)
Density and VS profiles. All models are modified from PREM 1 with only one sharp
discontinuity at 660. (B), (C) and (D) are synthetic waveforms from models 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Red, green and blue arrows mark the zero-reflection distance across which
the polarity of S660S changes.
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Supplementary Figure 2 Relationships between S660S reflection coefficient, sourcereceiver (or epicentral) distance, and contrasts in wave speed and density (Δβ, Δρ). (A)
S660S reflection coefficients as a function of distance calculated for three different
combinations of Δβ and Δρ. Zero-reflection distances are consistent with synthetic
waveforms produced from these models (Supplementary Fig. 1). (B) Distance of zero
reflection as a function of Δβ and Δρ across 660. Note that for fixed zero-reflection
distance, the ratio between Δβ and Δρ is almost constant (as it is for models 2 and 3).
Mean values for Δβ and Δρ at 660 are from PREM.
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Supplementary Figure 3 Relative geometrical spreading (G) and relative quality factor
(Q) between SS precursors and the reference SS. (A) and (B) are GS410S/GSS and
GS660S/GSS, respectively. (C) and (D) are QS410S/QSS and QS660S/QSS, respectively. The
quality factor (or attenuation) correction is calculated for a central frequency of 1/30 Hz
using the PREM attenuation model.
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Supplementary Figure 4 Synthetic verification of SdS/SS amplitude ratios to SdS reflection
coefficients conversion using eqn. (4). (A) Three different 1D models. (B) Synthetic
waveforms for model “1400oC_harz_sharp” (green lines in A). (C) Comparison between
theoretical S410S reflection coefficient (black line) and that converted from observed
S410S/SS amplitude ratio after corrections for geometrical spreading and attenuation
(black plus). (D) Same as (C) but for 660.
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Supplementary Figure 5 Estimated density and VS contrasts across the (A) 410 and (B)
660 for the entire study region. Black and gray ellipses mark the 1-sigma and 2-sigma
limits of parameters in the model space. Light shaded region in (B) marks the additional
2-sigma limits of parameters from estimates of zero reflection distance (93±5o; Fig. 2D).
Black star marks our best fitting model. Color-coded circles show the trade-off of
parameters with mean VS across the discontinuity. The PREM model is marked as a black
open circle. S&F represents the global model of Shearer and Flanagan 2. L&F represents
the global model of Lawrence and Shearer 3. Also shown are estimates from
thermodynamic modeling for mantle composition of harzburgite and pyrolite at an
adiabatic temperature of 1400 oC.
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Supplementary Figure 6 Main phase boundaries in a pyrolite (composition from Xu et al.
4

) in gray, computed with Perple_X 5 and the database from Stixrude and Lithgow-

Bertelloni 6, with the different adiabats superimposed (potential temperatures between
1200 °C and 1600 °C) that are used for the velocity computations. Abbreviations: ol –
olivine, opx – orthopyroxene, cpx – clinopyroxene, gt – garnet, c2c – high-pressure
clinopyroxene, wd – wadsleyite, mw – magnesiowüstite, rg – ringwoodite, akiakimotoite, CF – calcium-ferrite, ca-pv – calcium-perovskite, pv – bridgmanite.
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Supplementary Figure 7 Synthetic density and VS profiles for (A) pyrolite, (B)
harzburgite and (C) mechanical mixture mantle compositions. Color-coded lines show
the effect of mantle temperature on modeling results.
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Supplementary Figure 8 Mean shear wave speed at 660 versus the mantle transition zone
thickness from thermodynamic modeling for three different mantle compositions at
various thermal conditions. Note that the transition zone thickness is most sensitive to
temperature, but the mean shear wave speed is sensitive to both temperature and
composition. The depths of 410 and 660 from synthetic profiles (Supplementary Fig. 7)
are set at where the VS or density gradient is largest.
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Supplementary Figure 9 Estimation of an equivalent depth interval for reflection
coefficient calculation. (A) and (B) are for models “1400oC_harz_gradual” and PREM,
respectively (Supplementary Fig. 4A). Reflection coefficients are calculated based on the
total density and VS contrasts over the depth interval (centered at where the VS or density
gradient is largest) through eqn. (4). S410S/SS and S660S/SS are corrected for geometrical
spreading and attenuation.
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Supplementary Figure 10 3D variation in shear wave speed in the mantle beneath the
Hawaii region according to the tomographic models used by Yu et al. 7 to correct SS
travel times for topography measurement. (A) S40RTS 8, (B) SEMUCB-WM1 9, (C)
S362WMANI 10, and (D) GyPSuM 11. The left and right columns show VS perturbation in
the uppermost lower mantle (depth=690 km) and along a NW-SE profile, respectively.
The high wave speed anomalies just below 660 that are visible SE of Hawaii (most
clearly in S40RTS) could be due to the local harzburgite enrichment discovered and
quantified with the reflectivity analysis presented in this study.
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